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Electronic pump control EPS-MT
Integrated protection against dry running and bolt-on manometer 
Option: connection cable

Application
n	 Booster stations
n	 Domestic waterworks
n	 Garden pumps
n	 Sprinkle irrigation units
n	 Water system applications

Mode of operation
The electronic pump control EPS-MT combines the 
function of both pressure switch and  flow-control (dry 
running protection) in one unit. The EPS-MT controls 
and protects AC-powered pumps convincingly. 
The application range is limited to pumps with a max. 
pressure of up to 10 bar, for higher operating pres-
sures a pressure-reducing regulator has to be installed 
on the intake side.The readiness for operation is indi-
cated by a green LED. Failures are displayed by a 
red LED. 
Directly after connection to the electrical power supply 
the pump will start automatically and the EPS-MT will 
imediately take over the control function. If the piping 
system is under pressure, but no flow is detected, the 
EPS-MT will cut off the pump after a short time delay.If 
the system pressure decreases below the preadjusted 
start-up pressure (factory setting 1,5 bar) the pump 
will restart. In case of no pressure and flow is detected 
after the pump restart, the EPS-MT will identify this 
status within  short time as „dry running“ and switch  
off the pump. 
At frequent intervals of 60 minutes the pump control 
automatically checks for sufficient amount of water in 
the system. If enough water is detected, the EPS-MT 
will reset to normal operating modus. After four repe-
ating attempts without sufficient water in the system 
the pump control finally performs the troublecode 
„dry-running“ and must then be resetted manually. The 
system pressure is displayed by the integrated bolt-on 
manometer.

Technical data Type: EPS-MT  

Power supply 110 - 230 V AC 50 / 60 Hz

Rated operational current max. 12 A 

Start-up pressure 1… 3,5 bar (adjustable)

Max. operating pressure 10 bar

Protection class IP 65

Display range of manometer 0 …12 bar 

1. Reset button 6. Discharge connection 1“ male
2. LED „dry running“ 7. Electrical connectors for  
3. LED „operation“     power supply 
4. electrical connectors  8. Inflow connection 1“ male
    for pump motor 9. Manometer
5. Cut-in pressure  
    adjusting knob 

Order reference   Part No.  

EPS-MT 1080014

EPS-MT-KSK 1080015 with 1,5 m cable with molded plug and  
                       0,3 m cable with molded coupling

Types


